The precedence effect (PE) is an auditory spatial illusion whereby two identical sounds presented from 42 two separate locations with a delay between them are perceived as a fused single sound source whose 43 position depends on the value of the delay. By training cats using operant conditioning to look at 44 sound sources, we have previously shown that cats experience the PE similarly to humans. For delays 45 < ±400 μs, cats exhibit summing localization, the perception of a 'phantom' sound located between the 46 sources. Consistent with localization dominance, for delays from 400 μs to ~10 ms, cats orient 47 towards the leading source location only, with little influence of the lagging source. Finally, echo 48 threshold was reached for delays > 10 ms, where cats first began to orient to the lagging source. It has 49 been hypothesized by some that the neural mechanisms that produce facets of the PE, like localization 50 dominance and echo threshold, must likely occur at cortical levels. To test this hypothesis, we 51 measured both pinnae position, which were not under any behavioral constraint, and eye position in 52 cats and found that the pinnae orientations to stimuli that produce each of the three phases of the PE 53 illusion was similar to the gaze responses. While both eye and pinnae movements behaved in a 54 manner that reflected the PE, because the pinnae moved with strikingly short latencies (~30 ms), these 55 data suggest a subcortical basis for the PE and that the cortex is not likely to be directly involved. 56 57 58 59 60
Sensory illusions have often been used to probe the operation of the nervous system. When 62 perception is not congruent with what is expected based on only the physical stimulus, it can provide 63 clues to how the brain encodes the stimuli (Parker and Newsome, 1998). In some cases the known 64 physiological responses of neurons can help to provide insight into the illusory perception. Probably 65 the most well-known of such illusions are Mach bands, which are thought to be related to the 66 inhibitory surrounds in the receptive fields of visual neurons from the retina to the cortex (Ratliff, 67 1972) . One problem with studying sensory illusions to deduce the operation of the nervous system, 68 though, is that usually the illusions are experienced and documented in human subjects while the 69 physiological recordings are done in animals. It can be problematic to infer the perceptual judgments 70 of the animals to illusory stimuli. 71 72 We have been studying the psychophysics and the physiology of a well-known auditory 73 localization illusion known as the precedence effect (PE) in cats (Yin, 1994; Tollin and Yin, 2003b ; 74 Tollin et al. 2004 ). The PE occurs when two similar sounds are delivered to an observer in rapid 75 succession from different spatial locations (Wallach et al., 1949) . Depending upon the interstimulus 76 delay (ISD) between the sounds, human subjects report hearing one of three different localization 77 effects. When the ISD is small (< ~1 ms) observers localize the sounds to a phantom source between 78 the two sources and toward the leading source (summing localization); for longer ISDs (1 ms <ISD < 79 10 ms) observers report hearing a single fused sound corresponding to the direction of the leading 80 sound source (localization dominance). For both summing localization and localization dominance, a 81 single fused image is heard, but for long ISDs that exceed the so-called echo threshold (> ~10 ms), 82 there is breakdown of fusion: observers hear both sounds and can localize each to its respective 83 location (Litovsky et al., 1999; Tollin and Yin, 2003b) . When ISD=0 ms, the fused image is reported 84 to be at the midpoint between the two sources and slightly elevated relative to the plane of the sources 85 (Tollin and Yin, 2003a) . The term PE is often used to refer just to the ISDs corresponding to 86 localization dominance because for these ISDs the spatial information in the leading sound appears to 87 take precedence over that from the lagging one and the apparent location of these paired stimuli 88 corresponds only to the leading location, as if the spatial information in the lagging source was 89 perceptually suppressed. The PE is thought to be important for localizing the actual source of sound in 90 a reverberant environment by suppressing the later-arriving echoes or reflections caused by near-by 91 surfaces. 92 93
By training cats to look at sound sources and monitoring their eye movements, we are able to 94 deduce their presumed perceived localization of the target. Their behavior is in good agreement with 95 the perceptions of human subjects listening to similar stimuli (Populin and Yin, 1998a; Tollin and Yin, 96 2003a): with interstimulus delays in the localization dominance range the cats look to the location of 97 the leading sound while delays in the summing localization range evoke saccades between the two 98 speakers. We infer the approximate value of the echo threshold and ISD for fusion breakdown by the 99 incidence of saccades towards the lagging sound source or saccades in both directions. Moreover, 100 physiological recordings from cells in the inferior colliculus (IC) and auditory cortex of cats show 101 suppression of the response to the lagging sounds when the interstimulus delays are in the range of the 102 PE (Yin, 1994; Yin, 1998a, 1998b In the behavioral experiments described here we have used the eye position of the cats as an 111 indication of the perceived (or "apparent") spatial location of the sound source with the head held fixed 112 (Populin and Yin, 1998a) . At the same time we also monitored the position of the external ears, or 113 pinnae, and found that pinna movements were also consistent and goal directed towards the auditory 114 target even though there were no behavioral constraints placed on pinna position, i.e. the cats were 115 rewarded based on their eye (or gaze) position not pinna position (Populin and Yin, 1998b Neither the neural mechanisms that produce the PE phenomena nor the sites along the 124 ascending auditory pathway where neural correlates of the PE emerge are known. The consistency and 125 short latency of the sound-evoked pinna movements suggest that these pinna movements might 126 provide another window into the neural mechanisms of the spatial location of auditory targets and that 127 they might be useful in probing responses to the illusory stimuli that simulate the PE. Furthermore, the 128 very short latencies of the pinna movements to these stimuli restrict the possible levels along the 129 ascending auditory neuraxis where the neural correlate of the PE phenomena emerges. We therefore 130 analyzed the pinna movements made by the cat while working in a sound localization task using 131 stimuli that we have shown already to produce all aspects of the PE in cats (Tollin and Yin, 2003a,b;  132 Dent et al., 2009). We found that the orientations of the pinnae movements were very similar to the 133 eye movements during both localization dominance and summing localization. Moreover, analysis of 134 the latencies of the pinnae movements and the neuron responses to sounds suggests that the inferior 135 colliculus may be the neural site at which the PE emerges. 136 137
METHODS

138
Three adult female cats were behaviorally trained to localize sound sources using operant 139 conditioning procedures and food reward. Each cat was surgically fitted with a head post and eye and 140 pinna coils made of fine wire (Cooner Wire, Chatsworth, CA). A detailed description of the surgical 141 and behavioral procedures are given in Populin and Yin (1998a) . The magnetic search coil technique 142 was used to monitor eye and pinna position (Fuchs and Robinson, 1966) by implanting eye coils 143 around the eye ball and pinna coils subcutaneously behind the pinna as described earlier (Populin and  144 Yin, 1998b; ). The eye coils were 18 to19 mm diameter while the pinna coils were 145 10 mm diameter. The head was restrained by a head post in these experiments. 146 147
Cats were food deprived 5-6 days/wk once training began. Body weight was monitored daily 148 and maintained within 15% of pre-experimental weight. Water was provided ad lib and the animals 149 were fed without restriction on nontesting days. Once accustomed to the head restraint, cats were 150 trained to make saccades to locations of visual and acoustic stimuli in a dark, anechoic chamber. 151
Stimuli were presented from a bank of speakers with light-emitting diodes (LEDs) secured in the 152 center of each speaker. Acoustic stimuli were broadband (0.1-25 kHz) noise bursts and click trains and 153
were generated by a custom-built digital stimulus system (see Populin and Yin 1998a) The eye coils to measure eye position were calibrated behaviorally using standard techniques 159 relying on the assumption that the cat would naturally look at a small illuminated LED in a dark room 160 (Populin and Yin, 1998a Calibration of the pinna coils, however, required particular care since there were no behavioral 171 constraints placed on pinnae position and the external pinna has more degrees of freedom than the 172 eyeball. As described earlier (Populin and Yin, 1998b) we exploited the observation that when the cat 173 was working in the behavioral task it would usually bring its pinnae to a very consistent "ready" 174 position as the trial was about to begin and it anticipated the LED located straight ahead coming on. 175
When the cat was fixating straight ahead and the pinnae were in the "ready" position, we observed the 176 cat from behind and carefully bent a wire made of malleable copper so it was parallel to the 177 orientation of the pinna coil, which could be seen underneath the thin skin behind the pinna. The 178 orientation of the copper wire was estimated by two or three independent observers and the results 179 averaged. The cat was then carefully removed from the chamber without disturbing the copper wire 180 and the orientation and position of thie copper wire was measured. A coil of similar size and turns to 181 the one in the pinna of the cat being measured was then placed at the position where the middle of the 182 head of the cat would be and in the same orientation as the cat's pinna coil when the cat was in the 183 "ready" position. The coil was then rotated in yaw and pitch through 5-10° increments spanning ±40-184 50° while measuring at each increment the voltage output of the coil at each position. After the cats had learned the behavioral task using broadband noise targets, usually following 209 several months of training, we then introduced stimuli mimicking the PE as acoustic targets. A train of 210 10-ms duration broadband noise bursts were presented at a rate of 5 Hz for 1 s (Tollin and Yin, 2003b ). 211
The PE stimuli consisted of delivery of a pair of these stimuli, one to a 'leading' speaker followed by 212 an identical stimulus delivered to a spatially separated 'lagging' location with an interstimulus delay 213 (ISD) between the two stimuli. The ISDs ranged from 50 μs to 20 ms. We found that the cats were 214 much more likely to respond to a train of these noisebursts than a single burst so the bursts were 215 delivered as a train. For the stimuli mimicking the PE, we chose a pair of source locations varying 216 either in azimuth or elevation and more or less centered on the midline. Since the PE is an illusion for which there is no "correct" localization response, we rewarded 222 the cat on every PE trial, regardless of where the cat looked. To keep the cats working diligently, the 223 PE stimuli constituted only a low percentage (~5-10%) of total trials for any particular day and were 224 randomly intermingled with the usual array of single source visual and auditory targets. Thus, the PE 225 stimuli discussed in this paper represent only a small percentage of the total number of tasks that the 226 cat was presented with on any given day. 227 228
Analysis of eye and pinnae position 229
Eye and pinna movements were analyzed using the methods discussed in Populin and Yin 230 (1998a) . Movement onset was identified as the point where the velocity of movement exceeded ±2 SD 231 of zero velocity sampled between 125 ms before the onset of the stimulus and 5 ms after the stimulus 232 when the eye and pinna were stationary. Final eye and pinna position was measured when the velocity 233 of pinna movement returned to within 2 SD of zero velocity. Horizontal and vertical components were 234 computed separately. Latency measurements were taken as the shortest latency of the two 235 components. Note that this latency really signals the end of fixation rather than the saccade onset as 236 usually measured. Both eye and pinna movements were analyzed in the same manner. For movement 237 analysis all trials, including those in which the animal was not rewarded, were included so the size of 238 the reward window played no role in the computation of the animal's response. 239 240 RESULTS 241 242
Pinna movement responses to single source stimuli 243
Results are based on the eye and pinnae movement responses to stimuli that produce the PE in 244 three cats. Some of the eye movement data for these three cats has been published (Tollin and Yin, 245 2003b ). An important assumption underlying these experiments is that the movements of the pinna 246
were goal-directed, consistent and reproducible. If this were true, then we hypothesize that pinna 247 movements can accurately reflect the cat's ultimate perception of the spatial location of the stimulus. To illustrate the consistency of pinna movements to sounds, Figure 1 shows typical movements 261 of a cat (cat 21) working in the saccade task and responding to a single sound source 18° to the left 262 ( Fig. 1a ) and another 18° above the horizontal meridian in the mid-sagital plane (Fig. 1b) . For the 263 target 18° to the left (Fig. 1a) , the mean final left pinna position was -4.5° leftward, with a small 264 upward movement as well. Likewise, the pinna movements for the upward target (Fig. 1b) showed a 265 consistent upward movement with a mean final pinna position of +7.3° upward. These results are in 266 accord with our earlier observations and show the consistency of the pinna movements in both head-267 fixed (Populin and Yin, 1998b ) and head unrestrained (Tollin et al., 2009) conditions. As we have 268 observed with eye saccades to these stimuli (Tollin and Yin, 2003b) , the pinna movements undershoot 269 the actual target location. 270 271
Pinna movement responses to PE stimuli: summing localization 272
In three trained cats we intermixed PE stimuli while the cat was working with the usual 273 assortment of visual and single source auditory stimuli. The stimuli were presented to two speakers at 274 two different spatial locations, displaced either in azimuth on the horizontal meridian or in elevation 275 along the vertical meridian. Figure 2 shows movements responses of the right pinna in one cat (cat 21) 276 to such stimuli when the interstimulus delay (ISD) was set to 100 μsec in the range of summing 277 localization. Results from responses to PE stimuli originating from two speakers separated in azimuth 278 along the horizontal meridian at (speaker A at +18° to the right and speaker B at -18° to the left) are 279 shown in Fig 2a. Bold traces show results when the stimulus to speaker B to the left was leading and 280 thinner traces when speaker A was leading. The horizontal component of the pinna movement ( Fig.  281 2a, bottom) shows that the pinna moved towards the leading speaker in virtually all trials. The mean 282 rightward movement when the stimulus to speaker A to the right was leading was 1.0° while the mean 283 leftward movement when speaker B to the left was leading was -7.0°. There was also a consistent 284 upward movement for both configurations of leading and lagging sources. This surprising upward 285 movement is consistent with the behavioral response to look upward for these same stimuli with ISDs 286 in the summing localization range Yin, 2003a, 2003b) . 287 288 Figure 2b shows right pinna movements when the speakers were separated in elevation along 289 the vertical meridian with a 100 µs ISD. There are several surprising aspects of these results. First is 290 that the pinna made consistent and large movements in the upward direction (top) regardless of which 291 speaker was leading (mean 14.3° for A leading and 14.0° for B leading). For almost all other 292 conditions the pinna moved towards the leading sound source. Thus, the pinna movements match the 293 result that cats do not show the same type of summing localization for vertically displaced targets as 294 they do for horizontal targets as assessed by eye movement, and this anomalous localization can be 295 based on the spectral cues that result due to paired-source stimuli (Tollin and Yin, 2003a; 2003b) . 296
Second, the magnitude of the upward movement was large, even for these ISDs that were close to 0 297 μsec. For example the mean magnitude of the horizontal movement in Fig. 2a (bottom) was 4°, while 298 the mean magnitude of the vertical movement in Fig. 2b (top) was 14.1°. All three of our subjects 299
showed this strong upward-movement bias for ISDs in the summing localization range. 300 301
Another aspect of the results is shown in Fig. 2b (bottom) . Since the behavioral constraint was 302 based on eye position, the position of the pinna during the fixation period can vary considerably from 303 trial to trial without influencing the behavioral reward. In the trials shown in Fig. 2b (bottom) 304 particularly, the pinna position varied over 10° in elevation and over 30° in azimuth during the period 305 of LED fixation (-500 ms < t <0 ms) but quickly moved to a consistent final position after the PE 306 stimuli were turned on (t > +300 ms). In general the final pinna position following the target 307 presentation was more consistent in response to an auditory stimulus than the position during the 308 visual fixation of the LED at (0° ,0°). Although not examined in detail, the results suggest that the 309 localization of sound sources by eye saccade remains accurate regardless of the initial position of the 310 pinnae on the head. 311 312
Pinna movement responses to PE stimuli: localization dominance 313 Figure 3 shows results from PE stimuli with ISDs of 1 ms in one cat (cat 21). A 1-ms ISD is 314 sufficient to evoke localization dominance with these stimuli: cats invariably look at the leading 315 speaker (Tollin and Yin, 2003b) . In these cases, the right pinna also consistently moved toward the 316 leading speaker on the left (mean of -12.8°) and on the right (mean 7.8°) (Fig. 3a, bottom) . The 317 magnitude of the pinna movements for ISD = 1 ms were considerably larger than those to ISD = 100 318 μs (Fig. 2a, bottom) , which is congruent with the perception during the precedence effect that the 319 sound is emanating just from the leading speaker. The pinna movements for vertically displaced 320 speakers in Fig 3b with ISDs in the localization dominance range were similar to those for horizontally 321 displaced speakers: the pinna consistently made large movements toward the leading speaker locations 322 (means of -12° with speaker B leading and 16.1° with speaker A leading). 323 324
Pinna movement responses to fusion breakdown: echo threshold 325
Behaviorally for these particular stimuli, when the ISDs were greater than about 10 ms, the cats 326 responded in a more erratic and inconsistent manner that suggested the ISDs were beyond the echo 327 threshold; that is, they heard two distinct sound sources and were confused about which source to 328 localize (Tollin and Yin, 2003a) . This period has been called fusion breakdown, since subjects no 329 longer hear a fused image (Litovsky et al., 1999) Figure 4a (bottom) shows the horizontal component of pinna movements to paired 331 stimuli with ISDs of 20 ms when the speakers were on the horizontal meridian. When the B speaker 332 was leading, the pinna movements are consistently directed towards the leading source. However, 333 when speaker A was leading, most of the pinna movements were also leftward, towards the lagging 334 speaker B. For sound sources in the horizontal plane it was very unusual to have pinna movements 335 towards the lagging sound source unless the ISD was large. Note also the long latency (>200 ms) of 336 some of the pinna movements and the larger variability in final pinna position as compared with the 337 pinna movements in response to ISDs in the localization dominance range (Fig. 3) . 338 339
Another indication that the cat heard both the leading and lagging sound was that in some trials 340 with such long ISDs, the cats would sometimes look towards both sounds (see Tollin and Yin, 2003b ). 341 Figure 4b shows both eye and right pinna movements for one cat (cat 21) for two trials with ISD = +20 342 ms with speakers above and below the horizontal meridian. In the example, speaker A was leading 343 speaker B. In both trials the eye first makes an upward saccade towards the leading upward speaker, 344 followed 200 to 300 ms later by a saccade toward the lagging downward speaker. The pinna 345 movements mirror the eye movements in their direction though they are not as smooth as the eye 346 movements. In this example, the latency of pinna movement was nearly the same, or slightly shorter 347 than the eye movement. Even the duration between the upward and downward saccades apparent in 348 the eye movements is evident in the pinna movements. 349 350
The close correlation between the eye and pinna movements in the example in Fig. 4b and the 351 data as a whole suggests that the two measures, eye and pinna position, can be related on a trial-by-trial 352 basis. To explore this possibility, we examined the eye and pinnae responses to PE stimuli with long 353
ISDs where an eye saccade in only one direction was made. As noted in Fig. 4a , on some trials the cat 354 looked to the leading sound and on others to the lagging sound. Comparison of the eye movements in Tollin and Yin (2003b) with the pinna movements in the 369 present study clearly demonstrates that there is more variability in the pinna movements. It is difficult 370 to capture the variability in the single trials of pinna movements shown above. Furthermore, there is 371 also considerable variability between subjects which can be seen by examining responses of averaged 372 pinna movements. Figure 6 summarizes results from three cats for PE stimuli by plotting the across-373 trial mean horizontal pinna position as a function of ISD. In this condition, the two speakers were 374 positioned at ±18° along the azimuth and at 0° elevation. Positive ISDs correspond to cases where the 375 speaker A on the right was leading in time. The horizontal components of final pinna position are 376 shown in Figure 6 along with the mean (±SD) responses of the pinna movements to the same stimuli 377 when delivered from single sources at the same locations by the horizontal (and dashed) lines labeled 378 "A alone" and "B alone". Results from the right pinna of two cats are shown in Figs. 6a and 6b while  379 results from the left pinna of cat18 are shown in Fig. 6c . The results from the three cats show the 380 range of variability in responses seen in our data. For example the pinna movements in cats 21 and 22 381 were substantially larger than those in cat 18. However, the global patterns and time courses of the 382 resulting pinnae movements were consistent across cats. 383 384
All of the cats showed some common features in their pinna movements to stimuli known to 385 produce the PE in the horizontal plane. With ISDs in the summing localization range (|ISD|< ~0.4 ms; 386
represented by the middle segment of the graphs in Fig. 6 , the pinna moved to an intermediate position 387
corresponding to a phantom source between the two speakers, with a bias towards the leading speaker 388 that was dependent upon the magnitude of the ISD. This resulted in a sigmoidal relationship between 389 pinna position and ISD in this range, consistent with summing localization (see Tollin and Yin, 2003a) . 390
In general the pinna moved to a position near 0°, i.e. the position it assumed when the cat was fixating 391 straight ahead, when the ISD = 0 ms and moved to the left when speaker B was leading and to the right 392 when speaker A was leading. 393 394
For ISDs in the range of localization dominance (ISDs from ~ 0.5-10 ms), for all three of our 395 subjects the across-trial mean pinna position was nearly equal, or at least in the range of the variance, 396
to that when the leading speaker was delivered in isolation (solid horizontal lines). That is, for these 397
ISDs, the pinna movements behaved as if only a single stimulus was delivered from the leading sound 398 location in isolation and the spatial information about the stimulus from the lagging location was 399 somehow suppressed or inhibited. This is the time period of the localization dominance phase of the 400 PE where the leading sound takes precedence for the perceived localization of sounds delivered from 401 two different spatial locations. 402 403
Finally, for ISDs greater than ~10 ms for these stimuli, the echo threshold has been reached. 404 Here, the across-trial mean pinna position no longer remained at the leading speaker location, but 405 rather moved towards the lagging one as the ISD was increased beyond 10-15 ms. We have previously 406
shown that the eye movements of cats presented with stimuli with ISDs > 10 ms reflected an apparent 407 uncertainty of the animal as to which speaker to fixate; on some trials they look towards the leading 408 location, on other trials towards the lagging locations, and in some trials they looked towards the 409 location of both speakers in quick succession (Fig 4; Tollin and Yin., 2003b). Averaging these 410 behavioral responses result in the across-trial mean response azimuth to tend towards 0° azimuth with 411 a concommittant increase in the SD of responses (Tollin and Yin, 2003b) . A comparable result was 412 seen in the pinna movements: the across-trial mean azimuth was no longer near the leading speaker, 413 but tended towards 0° or even crossing 0° azimuth, and the response variances were much larger as the 414 pinnae oriented to the leading and lagging speaker on different trials reflecting the cat's perceptual 415 uncertainty and breakdown of fusion. 416 417 Figure 7 shows the vertical component of the pinna movements obtained from the same trials 418 as in Fig. 6 . In one animal (Fig. 7a) there was a substantial departure from zero elevation for stimuli in 419 the summing localization range even though the speakers themselves were located on the horizontal 420 meridian at zero elevation. However, the pinna movements of the other two cats did not consistently 421
show this effect on all trials. 422 423
Finally, Figure 8 shows the vertical component of pinna movements as a function of ISD for 424 stimuli in which PE was elicited in elevation by placing the two speakers on the midsagittal plane 425 varying in the vertical dimension. Two of the three cats showed a correlate of localization dominance 426 in the movements of the pinna for ISDs > 1.0 ms. Two of the three cats also showed vertical pinna 427 movements for |ISDs| < 0.4 ms that were consistently elevated above the response expected for a 428 stimulus presented on the horizontal plane (0° elevation). For example, the pinna movements of cat21 429
in Fig 8a were consistently upward during the entire period of summing localization, even when the 430 downward speaker led by 0.4 ms, with a sudden transition towards the downward speaker when the 431 ISD was -1 ms. Cat 18 showed a similar sudden transition from the upward to the downward speaker 432 as the ISD changed from +0.1 msec to -0.1 msec. Although the magnitude of the pinnae movements 433 varied across the cats, the patterns of the movements with changes in ISDs was largely consistent. 434 435
Laterality of pinna movements 436
In earlier studies of pinna movements, Populin and Yin (1998b) showed movements of the 437 pinna in both directions for targets at small eccentricities (±18° or less) but a clear laterality at larger 438 eccentricities where the pinna ipsilateral to the sound source responded while the contralateral pinna 439 was largely unresponsive. We recently reported a similar finding in head-unrestrained cats (Tollin et  440 al., 2009). In the present experiments, since the speakers were limited to ±18° in azimuth, the pinnae 441 responded with movements to both the ipsilateral and contralateral side, consistent with our earlier 442
observations. There was some variability between the three cats that were studied; for example, the 443 magnitude of cat18's pinna movements in azimuth were substantially smaller than those of the other 444 two cats (Fig. 6) . However, the patterns of pinnae movements with changes in ISD were comparable 445 across cats. 446 447
Pinna-movement latencies to single and paired source stimuli 448
A striking aspect of the responses of the pinnae to these stimuli that elicit the auditory illusions 449 of the PE was the generally short response latencies compared with the eye or head movments. Figure  450 9 shows a plot of pinna latency of the horizontal component vs ISD for PE stimuli varying on the 451 horizontal plane for one cat (cat 21, right ear) for which we had collected considerable data. The mean 452 latencies were very short, with a mean and standard deviation of 37.4 ± 16.9 ms (n = 170 trials). By 453 comparison, the latencies for eye movements for the same cat to the same PE stimuli were much longer 454 on average, 200-300 ms, and tended to be much more variable (Tollin and Yin, 2003b) ; the eye 455 saccade latencies to these stimuli ranged from 66 to 357 ms. The large differences in the magnitudes 456 of the eye and pinna latencies may be explained by the stimuli themselves. Recall that the stimuli used 457 here were trains of 10-ms duration noise bursts presented 5 times with a period of 200 ms (for a total 458 duration of 1 sec). Consistently with these stimuli if the cats did not initiate an eye saccade to the 459 initial stimulus in the train, then they seemed to wait until sometime after the presentation of the 460 second stimulus in the train to respond. The latter was more often the case. Thus, latencies for eye 461 saccades were on average > 200 ms (one period of the stimulus) in all cats. This was not the case for 462 the pinna, which typically responded in a goal-directed manner to the very first stimulus in the train, 463 resulting in lower latencies than the eye saccades. Interestingly, both the pinna and eye latencies were 464 generally independent of the ISD, as shown in Figure 9 for paired source (see Tollin and Yin, 2003b 465 for eye movement latencies). 466 467 DISCUSSION 468 469
Here we demonstrate that the pinna movements of cats to stimuli that are known to produce all facets 470 of the PE, summing localization, localization dominance, and fusion breakdown (Tollin and Yin, 471 2003a) are similar to the corresponding movements of the eyes. The pinna movements were a reliable 472 and significant predictor of the eye movements in response to stimuli that evoked the PE (Fig. 5 ). This 473 correlation was not unexpected for stimuli evoking summing localization and localization dominance 474 since these are very powerful and convincing illusions. However, the correlation was most striking, 475 and unexpected, for stimuli with ISDs exceeding echo threshold and in the unusual instances when the 476 cat looked at the lagging sound after having first looked at the leading one ( Fig. 4b and 5 ). It is 477 important to keep in mind that we have trained and rewarded the cats to localize sounds based on their 478 eye movements, not pinna movements; they were free to move their pinnae in any fashion and still got 479 rewarded on all trials. The results presented here show a close association of eye and pinna 480 movements to both single and paired sources that elicit the PE. The short latency response of pinna 481 movements, however, suggests that the neural mechanisms for the PE are likely present at the level of 482 the auditory brainstem and are not generated exclusively at the cortical level. 483 484
Pinnae movements to stimuli evoking summing localization 485
All cats consistently looked to a point between the two speakers that was biased towards the 486 leading speaker for ISDs (±400 μsec) in the summing localization range (Tollin and Yin, 2003a ). We 487 found that the pinna movements were also congruent with the eye saccade behavior: the final pinna 488 position was dependent upon ISD and consistently fell between the mean pinna positions measured in 489 response to stimuli delivered from each of the speakers in isolation (Fig. 5) . 490 491
For speakers located on the horizontal plane, the cats systematically perceived the phantom 492 source to be above the horizontal meridian. Tollin and Yin (2003a) hypothesized that the upward 493 localization reflected a spectral feature of the stimuli that corresponded to a spectral notch in the head-494 related transfer function (HRTF) for vertical targets. These spectral notch cues, which are generated 495 by direction-dependent acoustic interactions of the propagating sound waves with the pinna (Tollin and  496 Koka, 2009), are hypothesized to be used for the perception of sound source elevation (Rice et al., 497 1992). The orienting responses of the pinna to these same stimuli showed a similar upward deviation 498
for ISDs in this range in one cat (Fig. 7a) but not in the other two ( Fig. 7b and 7c ). 499 500
When the sound sources were separated along the vertical dimension with ISDs in the 501 summing localization range, Tollin and Yin (2003b) found that cats did not show the same graded, 502 semi-linear response between the speakers, but tended to look upwards at the leading or lagging 503 speaker (depending upon the sign of the ISD). The explanation for this unexpected upward bias in 504 behavioral localization response was the same as that for the horizontally-placed paired sources 505 described above. Here the spectral cues that result from paired stimuli delivered from two sources on 506 the mid-sagittal plane indicate an elevated sound source and not one near the midline. This was still 507 considered summing localization by Tollin and Yin (2003b) because it is the localization cues that 508 result from the interaction of the stimuli delivered from the two source locations. Our results show that 509 the pinna movements also exhibited the sudden transition from one speaker to the other with no graded 510 responses (Fig. 8 ) consistent with that found with eye saccades. For two cats (cats 21 and 22) the 511 pinna consistently moved toward the upward speaker throughout the summing localization range, like 512 the eye movements, but for the other cat the transition came at 0 ISD (Fig. 8C) . 513 514
Pinnae movements to stimuli evoking localization dominance 515
For ISDs in the range of localization dominance (0.5 to ~10 ms), both the eye and pinna 516 movements were consistently directed only towards the leading sound source. This is the range of 517
ISDs that constitute the classical aspect of the PE: that is the leading sound source takes precedence in 518 localizing the paired stimulus. This was true for sound sources placed along the horizontal meridian 519 for all of our subjects for either left leading or right leading sounds (Fig. 6 ). In the vertical dimension 520 the results were not as consistent though on average the same results were found (Fig. 8) . The 521 perceptual phenomena associated with localization dominance represents a spatial illusion because the 522 sound location of the leading source is preserved in the face of a conflicting simulated reflection which 523 would be easily locatable if presented on its own. Moreover, the perception of a single source is not 524 consistent with the physical reality that another source (i.e., the reflection) is also present. The 525 localization dominance aspect of the PE is largely a spatial phenomenon since psychophysical studies 526 in humans (Zurek, 1980; Divenyi, 1992; Gaskell and Henning, 1998; Freyman et al., 1998) and owls 527 (Spitzer et al., 2003) have consistently shown that the PE does not result from a peripheral masking of 528 the lagging stimulus by the leading stimulus, as many non-spatial attributes of the lag can still be 529 discriminated. That is, the spatial information from the lagging source is suppressed, but not 530 necessarily other aspects. 531 532
Pinnae movements to stimuli evoking fusion breakdown 533 At ISDs>~10 ms, the eye movements were compatible with the hypothesis that the cats no 534 longer heard a fused image but rather heard both sources and could localize them, however they were 535 uncertain as to which source to localize and which was the leading one (Tollin and Yin, 2003b ). This 536 is consistent with previous reports in human observers showing that with PE stimuli not unlike those 537 presented here, although two distinct sounds can be heard near their locations, it can be difficult to 538 accurately determine which one was actually the lead and which was the lag due to a confusion about 539 the temporal order of the stimuli (Stellmack et al., 1998). The pinna movements to PE stimuli with 540 large ISDs behaved similarly, and like the eye position data were also much more variable and 541 standard deviations were large (Fig. 6) . If the cats heard and localized both sources, it is not surprising 542 that they would be confused about where to look. Two observations in these experiments reinforce the 543 hypothesis that these ISDs were beyond the echo threshold. Perhaps the most compelling is the trials 544 in which the cat looked at both sources in quick succession. Figure 4b shows that when the eyes look 545 to both sources, the pinna also move in similar fashion. Second, at these long ISDs, it was sometimes 546 common for the cat to look at the lagging source, which almost never happened at ISDs <10 ms, in the 547 localization dominance range. Figure 5 shows that on those trials in which the eye was directed to the 548 lagging source, the pinna also deviated toward the lagging source. Similarly, when the pinnae oriented 549 towards the leading source, invariably the eyes also did as well. These observations with stimuli that 550 evoked the PE are consistent with our prior reports that the movements of the pinnae to sounds in 551 general are correlated with the eye or gaze movements (Populin and Yin, 1998b; ). 552 553
Response latencies for pinna movements and neural responses to PE stimuli suggest a subcortical 554 bases for the mechanisms producing the PE 555
Given the close similarities in the magnitude, direction, and time course of the pinnae and eye 556 saccades to the PE stimuli, we hypothesized that the same neural mechanisms mediate both of these 557 goal-directed orienting responses. We believe that the latencies to initiate these different orienting 558 responses can be used to constrain the possible sites along the ascending auditory neuraxis where the 559 neural correlates of the PE, and possibly sound location encoding more generally, emerges. One 560 important and useful discrepancy in the correspondence between eye and pinna movements noted 561 above was the disparity in the response latencies. The latency for pinna movements was much shorter 562 than for eye movements. One of the likely reasons, discussed in the Results, had to do with the 563 stimuli, which were trains of brief noisebursts with a period of 200 ms. The cats generally appeared to 564 respond via eye saccade after the second stimulus in the train (occurring 200 ms after stimulus onset) 565 while the pinnae invariably responded to the initial stimulus. Still, even in those cases where the eye 566 saccade appeared to be in response to the initial stimulus with latencies < 200 ms, the very shortest 567
latency recorded across all cats tested was 66 ms, nearly twice the mean pinna latency. Given the 568 concordance of pinna movements with behavior, the short latency of pinna responses to acoustic 569 stimuli suggests that the spatial representation of PE sounds must be dictated by a circuit from the 570 cochlea back to the pinna muscles that has a correspondingly short activation time. Neuronal response 571 latencies can be useful to estimate the possible anatomical pathway. 572 573
Given the short latency of pinna movements, we can infer some constraints on a likely 574 anatomical pathway for activation of the muscles in response to acoustic stimuli by tracing backward 575 from the pinna muscles. The motoneurons innervating the muscles of the pinna lie in the facial 576 nucleus (Populin and Yin, 1996) . Electrical stimulation of the deep layers of the superior colliculus 577 can elicit movements of the contralateral pinna (Stein and Clamann, 1981) by way of a circuit that 578 traverses the paralemniscal zone of the lateral midbrain formation (Henkel and Edwards, 1978 comparable to the latencies in the SC, the neural path from A1 back to the motor neurons that drive the 607 pinnae, perhaps through the auditory field of the anterior ectosylvian sulcus (AES; Clarey and Irvine, 608 1986) which projects to the SC or the motor cortex, would involve substantial increases in response 609 latencies. For example, latencies of AES neurons to auditory stimuli are longer (~ 5 ms) than those in 610 A1 (Clarey and Irvine, 1986 ) and further latencies of up to 5 ms are incurred from AES to the SC 611 (Wallace et al., 1993) . Thus, although there may be some overlap with the longer pinna movement 612 latencies, the bulk of the short-latency movements of the pinnae cannot likely be accounted for by a 613 pathway through cortex. The data presented in this paper, then, support the hypothesis of a subcortical 614 origin, perhaps at the level of the IC, for the mechanisms responsible for the auditory illusions of the 615 PE and sound localization in general. 616 617
Physiological correlates of the precedence effect 618 Physiological correlates of the PE has been studied at nearly all levels of the auditory system, 619 including the auditory nerve (Parham et al., 1996) response to the lag is diminished or non-existent (see above IC citations). As we argued above, the 636 short latency of the pinna movements and their similarity to many aspects of behavior suggest that 637 aspects of the PE phenomena, including summing localization, localization dominance, and the echo 638 threshold, are probably mediated in large part at brainstem levels and are unlikely to depend greatly 639 upon cortical processing. However, there are some higher order aspects of the PE, such as the Clifton 640 effect and the build-up and break-down of the PE (Clifton,1987; Clifton and Freyman, 1989) , that were 641 not studied here that may be more likely to be under cortical control. 
